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Galeria Plan B is pleased to announce BERLIN SHOW #4: Inventory, an exhibition organized on the occasion
of the gallery’s 10 years anniversary. The project includes 15 different solo presentations by the gallery’s
artists, shown successively over a duration of 15 weeks.
This autumn, Plan B turned 10 years old. When we initiated this project in 2005, the premises were
significantly different. At that time, the gallery came into being as a response to the precariousness of the local
art scene in the Romanian city of Cluj. A new space would respond to the existing difficulties in the local art
scene that was in need of revival, and worked towards a program that included young contemporary artists
that evolved along with the gallery itself. From the beginning, the space has been adamant about including
historical artists in their programming as well without whom, we believe, contemporary art could not be
understood completely.
Plan B is a collaborative project conceived together with the artists and augmented with each new artistic,
theoretical and critical contribution. For the past 10 years, the project’s artistic and directorial independence,
as well as the financial one have always been essential to the space’s existence.
In 2008, Plan B opened a second exhibition space in Berlin. The dynamic art scene of this city, unique in its
eclecticism and richness, potentiated the gallery’s program even more and opened up new directions for the
kind of practices we wanted to highlight, that didn’t all strike root in Cluj. Simultaneously and paradoxically,
Berlin has given us the chance to amplify the voice of the Romanian art scene. Therefore, we’ve decided to
look back on the past decade through a series of exhibitions in the Berlin gallery space.
The BERLIN SHOW #4 exhibition is an inventory of the artistic practices that make up the gallery; a sequence
of solo exhibitions in a space within the gallery designed by Mircea Cantor, a long standing friend of the
gallery in these past 10 years. The series of exhibitions counts as an overview of an ever evolving project. It
highlights its commencement in the past, its current state of being and its developments towards the future.‘A
space within the space always requires special motivation and needs double consideration why to do it. An
anniversary can be a good reason, and that’s why a simple, yet sophisticated form needed to mark this
moment. I said sophisticated because all measures and relationships between the sizes, the volumes, and the
surfaces are based on the golden ratio. We have so many examples throughout art history that embody the
use of the Pi number. 10 years of activity of Plan B needed to be visualized as the materialization of their
adventure from moving from location to location, opening up, growing with the artists. The outside column,
hidden in the back of the “cube” is almost like a reference to the ‘house’s snake’ - the legendary, fairytale
creature that hides, yet protects the house from evil. This snake indeed is the extraordinary vision and
dedication of Mihai and Mihaela, that have been keeping “the house alive” in all these years, through bold
proposals from the artist’s side.’ Mircea Cantor, Paris, November 13, 2015
The present project on show is 'Untitled' (2016) by Alexandra Croitoru in collaboration with Vlad
Basalici, on view from February 2nd to 6th.
Alexandra Croitoru (b. 1975 in Bucharest, RO, lives and works in Bucharest) takes a critical stand in regard
to the current social and political context by questioning established power and gender structures. In her
works, Croitoru explores the relationship between fact and fiction in documenting history, of which art
makes no exception.
An ironic approach to the fetishisation of Constantin Brancusi’s work, the performance 'Untitled' revolves
around the Walking Stick – a conceptual sculpture in the form of a cane carved with the motif of the
endless column. In 2013, Croitoru commissioned the cane from sculptor Napoleon Tiron, a member of the
generation presented in the Romanian Pavilion at the Venice Biennale in 1995, as part of the L’eredità di
Brancusi in Romania (Brancusi’s legacy in Romania) exhibition. Through a symbol of the artist regarded as
“the pinnacle of Romanian sculpture,” the sculptural tradition is thereby recycled in the object Vlad Basalici
uses as part of his performance and that is ultimately employed to question the entire edifice, in which
national and artistic values interpenetrate and give birth to the Brancusi obsession in Romania.
At first sight, both the title and the object evoke the visual grammar specific to the minimal sculpture, albeit
resized to handcrafted and utilitarian dimensions. On closer inspection, however, its appearance
recommends it as an absurd reciprocal ready-made, a monumental sculpture transformed through resizing
into a useful item. But its process of production equally presents it as an assisted ready-made, a utilitarian
object elevated to the rank of artwork through the manual intervention specific to high art, sculpture, to be

precise. Thus, this object/fetish synthesizes a number of contradictions that can be encountered in the
posthumous destiny of Brancusi’s work. It combines pop art with folk craft and elitist art, and it invokes the
ethno-nationalism that was present in Romanian urban architecture of the 1980’s. At the same time, the
walking stick evokes the arsenal of kitsch trinkets associated with the name of Brancusi as a commercial
brand, which are on sale at the Centre Georges Pompidou and the Memorial House in the village of Hobița.
The association of artwork and merchandise via the artist’s name as cultural brand, as well as the
association between artistic and country branding, is not accidental in this context. Both the culture industry
and the nationalist discourse in Romania have made use of Brancusi on repeated occasions, recycling his
works as images devoid of intrinsic meaning, in the manner of floating signifiers.
(with excerpts from a text by Cristian Nae, art critic)
Alexandra Croitoru in collaboration with Vlad Basalici, Untitled, 2016, performance
The ninth project on show was 'Temporary Self-portrait / Because of you' (2015) by Cristi Pogacean,
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th
on view from January 26 to 30 .
Cristi Pogacean (b. 1980 in Targu-Mures, RO, lives and works in Targu-Mures, RO) creates an “art for the
masses” that appeals to a shared consciousness – a stereotypical one which is performed and constructed
through conventional notions of commemoration and glorification. Taking an ironic stance towards the
aesthetics of monumentality, his works are powerful and imposing, both on account of their alluring
aesthetic qualities and their earnest appeal to collective mindsets.
Cristi Pogacean's 'Temporary Self-portrait / Because of you' represents a reaction to the temporary space
designed by Mircea Cantor, a space that contains an intrusive, yet perfectly justified, corner in the left back
part. This specific feature/'intrusion' triggered in the artist a tame, even submissive response embodied by a
temporary artwork - a self-portrait. It was a deliberate choice of artistic expression meant to emphasize the
personal character of this gesture, one that can be described as contradictory, full of admiration, while
simultaneously ironic. The self-portrait is missing a quarter in the left back part, that which corresponds to the
intrusion in the exhibition space created by the presence of the column hidden behind it. This makes the work
site-specific and also renders it useless in a different context. As a consequence, in the last day of the
exhibition, the pedestal on which the work is displayed will be removed and the sculpture will be destroyed.
The eight project on show was 'Supporting means and transfer systems' (2010-2011) by Gheorghe
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Ilea, on view from January 19 to 24 .
Gheorghe Ilea (b. 1958, Bucea, RO, works and lives in Zalau, RO) conducts an investigation into the
seductiveness of images. In his works, Ilea persistently explores the boundary between consistency and a
certain hypnotic density in his images. Although a shapeshifter, with effects and solutions ranging from the
heavily gestural to the hyperrealist, Ilea has been assimilated to the mystical, neo-Orthodox dogma in
Romanian painting through the '90s. There is an intellectual exuberance fuelling the works, with painting as
research medium, rather than safe aesthetic bet or mystical springboard.
The carbon papers from the artworks 'Supporting means and transfer systems 1&2' (2010-2011) were
used, as the title suggests, as aid and transfer materials for another of the artist's work, entitled Tronicart
1300 (2011), which comprised 56 painted Dacia 1300 car bonnets. The car model, manufactured by the
Romanian company Dacia under Renault licence, was produced in the communist era starting 1969 and
still exists in the minds of the Romanians as a symbol of the communist period. The subjects presented in
the 56 images make up in their diversity an almost implausible self-portrait and a fugitive autobiography (of
the artist). The images refer to places and memories dear to the artist, to the Scripture and memorable
figures of the Romanian orthodoxy, to the hopes and threats of the nuclear era or to the intimacy of the
kitsch decorated object. Some are pretentious abstract compositions or present the Romanian flag as a
luscious painting, others bring back to life old, but not yet harmless images of a totalitarian propaganda.
The texts refer to the Socialist Republic of Romania and to the Soviet Union, to clichéd phrases and to
family stories, to literary texts and to Dacia itself. The irony and self-irony are frequently detected,
functioning as protection mechanisms in a dictatorial and absurd world. (with excerpts from an original text
by Bogdan Iacob, art historian and critic)
Gheorghe Ilea, 'Supporting means and transfer systems 1', 2010-2011, pencil on 50-year-old carbon copy
paper, 100 x 125 cm
Gheorghe Ilea, 'Supporting means and transfer systems 2', 2010-2011, pencil on 50-year-old carbon copy
paper, 97 x 120 cm
The seventh project on show is by Navid Nuur, on view from January 12
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to 16 .

Navid Nuur (b. 1976, Teheran, lives and works in The Hague) researches the way in which specific spaces
and materials can engender new experiences, shifts in attention and perceptual thresholds. ‘In-

betweenness’ would be the most defining characteristic of Nuur’s organic practice, with its formal echoes of
Minimalism and Conceptual Art on the one hand, and a truly mind blowing sensorial exoticism on the other.
On the level of the works themselves, ‘in-betweenness’ points at the processual aspects that prevent them
from becoming definite, static objects. A couple of years ago, he coined the term ‘interimodules’ to describe
his spatial work: they are things mediating between thoughts and their materialisation, negotiating the
space they occupy, and their temporal presence.
2
Navid Nuur on the works in the show, 'II', 2005 - 2016 and 'Cut ', 2005 – 2016: Each of the works
represents a line or, better said, the gesture of a line and how it can distort one's perception or even a
framework of references like a golden rule. And both break the space open. The mirror is the only one
relating to the proportions of the space and you can see new dimensions added because of that open
scraped part which messes up the golden rule instantly. The second work, the line in the space, may easily
look like a line on the wall or even a cut in the wall, because it cuts the space - there is no end or
beginning. It floats in the invisible part of the space, expanding and taking the inner space, which is not
there for granted. You even feel you have to orientate yourself, asking yourself what you are looking at,
where you stand, what you see... To give it an extra push, there is also the colour - a fluorescent red, a
colourwhich was created because of the way it reflects light and is normally used to signal and mark
specific objects and spaces . Both works are minimal, but target a maximal result, exposing more of the
space than you'd think.
'II', 2005 - 2016, mirrors, 99.5 x 61 x 7 cm
2
'Cut ', 2005 - 2016, micro nylon, fluorescent red paint, dimensions variable
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The sixth project on show is Panspermia (1985) by Rudolf Bone, on view from January 5 to 9 .
Plan B Cluj / Berlin invited Rudolf Bone (b. 1951) with a reenactment of the performative sculpture,
Panspermia from 1985, made out of glass lamellas and a stone thrown by the artist in the middle of the
glass structure like a gesture that is both full of energy and of despair perhaps. The rock is the proof that
Panspermia hypothesis is true and we should consider it when we enclose ourselves in inflexible systems
of thought. “Breaking” the normative structures was a visual strong gesture back then in the 1980s, during
the communist regime, but it still is today a very intense reflection on the human condition. This
performance results in a work that is not only the trace of the action, but also a sculpture that keeps
reminding us about the fragility of existence.
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The fifth project presented is The Storm (2015) by Adrian Ghenie, on view from December 15 to 20 .
The Storm (2015, oil on canvas, 240 x 200 cm), first shown to the public in Adrian Ghenie's Darwin's Room in
the Romanian Pavillion of this year's Venice Biennale, is a self referential work retrieving the storm theme from
the history of painting and converting it into a tumultuous landscape which takes shapes of personal history
and anguish, integrating figurative features and visceral abstractions. Being part of The Tempest series which
stands as a metaphor for the disquietude of subterranean history, The Storm comprises records of the action
of painting itself, as if you could see the motion of applying paste with an almost crypted figurative detail, of his
mother's hand smoking in the middle of the tempest, surmised from the previous title of the work, Mother
Smoking.
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The fourth project presented is Watercolours (1966 - 1968) by Victor Ciato, on view from December 7 to
th
12 .
The 5 watercolors presented are part of a series entitled 'Moment 0' painted between 1966 and 1968. After
finishing his studies at the Fine Arts Institute ‘Ion Andreescu‘ in Cluj in 1964, Victor Ciato's ‘Moment 0‘
represented a real turning point in his artistic practice. In this way he wanted to free himself from the academic
norms and the "ballast" of prolet-cultist painting and reinvent - in a real modernist manner - creating his own
norms. In this way he achieved the series of abstract watercolors, works that were not meant to represent
anything in particular. They are puristic abstractions, colored in a refined manner; nowadays, their artistic
value is doubled by the importance of the auto-formative (self-formative) exercise, performed in those
circumstances. Related to the art of that time, the search into the problematic field of the non-figurative can be
perceived as a radical gesture of re-definition. Victor Ciato, born 1938, lives and works in Cluj, Romania.
The third project presented is You have always to start anew (2010) by Belu-Simion Fainaru, on view from
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December 1 to 5 .
The light bulb that unexpectedly meets the visitor signals the access to a new space, with a different structure,
where sudden actions can occur. The first reaction is to avoid the light that seems unsuited for that place. But
as soon as you get accustomed to the space, you realize that you are in a daily quest for light. There are 7
light bulbs and on each of them the artist has written a day of the week, so that each day has its own.
The second project presented is And what if there is nothing beyond it? (2015) by Miklos Onucsan, on
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view from November 24 to 28 .

And what if there is nothing beyond it? (2015) is an installation that recreates the symbol used to represent the
infinite from a real, material line and its shadow, making it visible for the viewer only from a certain position in
the space. The conventional notion of limitlessness, that 'something' which always has something beyond it, is
represented by this phantom-like sign, visible from a narrow angle, for a moment of hesitant reflection upon
the conventions he is working with, upon their texture and efficiency in the spheres of the visual and of the
intelligible.
The exhibition started with the project Dead Weights by Ciprian Muresan, on view from November 14
st
21 .
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Dead Weights reflects on the strategies of undermining the ideological discourse of an artwork. By copying an
art object, that object grows weak and vulnerable, turning against and dismantling its original spirit. Muresan's
project draws on Romanian art history, using copied sculptures from the Art Museum in Cluj as weights for
etchings that remain unrevealed to the public. The artist’s undertaking unfolds in a story about authority, the
accepted canon, history, and mimetic strategies for subverting them all. The authority of an art object can be
disrupted by appropriating it and reworking its meaning.

The new website of the gallery will be launched during this exhibition.
For more information, please contact the gallery at contact@plan-b.ro and +49.172.3210711.

